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Remembering A Great Man

Ronald E. Pierce
May 15, 1935 - December 4, 2016
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TOTAL COMMITMENT. NO COMPROMISE.
1971-2017

We want to thank you for taking a look at Bass Cat, a brand that my father and mother, 
Ron & Jan Pierce, started 46 years ago in early 1971. Dad passed on December 4th, 2016. 
His dream is now his heritage, and lives on through each of us. Dad was an ambassador 
for the sport, and had a great life. He served seven years on the Arkansas Game & Fish 
Commission and as Mayor of Mountain Home for 10 years before that. He accomplished 
much in his life, though most of you knew him for the brand he built here. We all will miss 
him greatly. He was an adopted parent to many in the company. They all loved him and 
he loved people. I was blessed to have an amazing parent and friend as an adult.

We enter into 2017 with a lot happening. We picked up a new tag line that we think best 
describes our brand and our goals: “Total Commitment. No Compromise.” We have lived 
that for decades! It’s not just a catch phrase, it’s something that we live through our Owner’s 
Board and those thousands of loyal Bass Cat owners. They all know the commitment to 
them and to customer service unparalleled in almost any industry. It became well known 
after receipt of five JD Power and Associates awards, where we set JD Power records for 
all industries.

By now, most of you have heard references to the Bass Cat Family. We started that many 
years ago with the first Owners Invitationals, referred to as the “Family Reunion”. Those 
events started small at Greers Ferry in 1983, as the first boat owners event in the country. 
In 1986 we expanded with 247 boats competing on Lake Norfork. It is a once in a lifetime 
experience with nearly 800 boats participating some years. At Guntersville in 2017 we hope 
to host over 500 boats. After that 2018 schedules it back in Arkansas and the Mountain 
Home area, most likely Lake Norfork.

Recently we introduced a new BassCat.com with some catchy differences from other 
sites. This is a work in progress over the next 10 months. We will work diligently to get it 
updated and populated with fresh information, or content as they call it.

Our Bass Cat Family has grown among the Elite and FLW Tour levels with the recent 
additions of Steve Kennedy, Brandon Card, Paul Elias, Jesse Wiggins, Jordan Osborne, Chad 
Pipkens and to Iaconelli, Crews, Feider, Myers, Avena, Brainard, McCaghren, Kiriyama, Birge, 
Fox, Jocumsen, Dillard and some we didn’t leave out intentionally. We are also pleased to 
see Gerald Sporher join the Elites and we hope his accomplishments gather. Expanding 
on that is our MLF involvement as the original sponsor of MLF.

The bass boat market is changing faster now and the Bass Cat brand is growing. We have 
established new dealers and are working to expand our inventory in dealerships. Owners 
of other brands are beginning to understand the difference in incentive plans, that Quest 
pays after the boat payment ends. This is valuable as people who own Bass Cat’s keep them 
a long time. They know we demand the best materials like Owens Corning glass, Syntec 
vinyl and carpet, and AME-6001 resin on Premium models. Our attention to detail matches 
the demand we put on our vendors for better raw product. Our owners have known this 
for some time, and now other anglers are seeing the light as well. We have seen many 
new faces in a BCB. Between our innovation, Quest, the National Team Championship, the 
Owners Invitational and many other events, we have a lot to offer– more than ever before.

You can look further down the road and meet us at our annual dealer meeting, “Excellence 
In Action”. The 2018 event will occur on Lake DeGray outside Arkadelphia, Arkansas in late 
July. It will be open to the public on July 24th, 2017, and we encourage you to come drive 
all of our models and get a real feel for what they do. Of course there will be limitations 
on the monster Jaguar with the 400R Verado, though you can ride in that one. Thus if 
this brochure doesn’t help you into a Bass Cat now, we will give you more opportunities 
later in the year.

All of this is extending and improving the heritage my father started some 46 years ago. 
It is a heritage I have been proud to be a part of since I was 13 years old! We think Dad is 
proud of where we are headed.

The next 18 months are going to be a lot of fun at Bass Cat! We are ready to make it 
happen and it is all going to be very exciting. From the upcoming Classic in Houston on 
we are ready to see the future.

God Bless and Good Fishin’,

Rick Pierce, President
Bass Cat Boats



As you do your homework on our boats, we 
encourage you to look below the clean lines, 
deep gel coat, and high quality components. 

The pure vinyl ester resin that binds our 
vacuum molded assemblies creates a true 
one-piece hull and structural integrity that 
is unmatched.

Every aspect of a Bass Cat is built to outlast 
your years of use, decrease your overall cost 

of ownership, and retain the value of your 
Cat that others can’t touch.

Our transparent factory tours are available 
to everyone. Stop in and see for yourself!

-Online Factory Tour-
Available on YouTube 

and BassCat.com

CONSTRUCTION AND COMPONENTS

CONSTRUCTION

COMPONENTS

1. Quality Gel Coat Application
Strategic steps, high atomization, and a wet flake 
application gives a BCB gel coat the look, feel, and 
consistency that is unmatched in our industry.

2. Finishing Department
The important key in our finishing department is the 
fact that all electrical, plumbing, and fuel rigging is 
done after the boat is assembled. This equates to easier 
access to batteries and pumps making maintenance 
procedures easier, which ultimately decreases your 
cost of ownership.

3. Full Width Transom Strength
Everyone talks about how strong their transoms 
are. None compare to the BCB all fiberglass, vacuum 
molded units that extends the entire width of the hull. 
No fillers are used as we set into wet fiberglass  to 
secure them to the hull boat.

4. Vacuum Process Hull Assembly
One-piece stringers, floors, and transoms are pulled 
together using massive vacuum pumps. This creates 
our famous one piece hull design that you can truly 
feel as you pass the competition on the water.

5. 6-Bolt Custom Jack Plates
The custom plates made for Bass Cat are a big deal. 
Added rail length, full transom support, and an extra 
tie bar gives you the advantage on big water.

6. 24 Ounce Marine Grade Carpet
Not all marine carpet is equal. We use the heaviest 
grade available; 24 ounce per square foot. This carpet 
goes in every Bass Cat model for better wear, less 
fatigue, and longer life.

7. No-Plastic Dash Assembly
Elegant, drilled-to-fit dashes will stand up to the test 
of time...and any rough water you may encounter. All 
fiberglass construction with color coordinated gauge 
bezels for a nice touch. 

8. BCB Trailers
Our trailers are built in-house, with the same intensity 
and passion that goes into our boats. All are custom 
fit to each model and made with U.S. steel. 
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COUGAR FTD

EYRA
CARACAL
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JAGUAR

PUMA FTD
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BASS CAT PREMIUM LINE

Our Premium line of boats represents the pinnacle of 
superior performance, and attention to detail. These 
competitive innovations have led the way in bass 
fishing for over 45 years. We understand that every 
boat leaving this factory is a reflection of your dreams 
and the desire to own the best. The diverse Premium 
lineup has something to offer all angler demands, 
fishing styles, and layout preferences that fuel the top 

competitors in the bass fishing world today.  
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Sleek, fast, and nimble with an unparalleled ride, the 
Jaguar is THE iconic Bass Cat model. Boasting an unequaled 
fishing platform built on a 21’5” frame, the Jaguar exudes 
luxury. With a 7” deeper bow rise than its sister hulls, there 
is no need in shying away from the waves.

The Jaguar’s storage innovations set the bar high. From 
the dual boxes with scissoring tackle storage systems to 
the dual forward tackle storage boxes that are separated 
by a built in net scabbard, tackle storage issues become 
a thing of the past. 

Room for your rods? Room to spare. Not only does the 

Jaguar have room for your 8’ rods, but it also has room 
for your fishing partner’s in a separate passenger rod 
storage box. A 34 quart insulated cooler makes sure 
your drinks stay cold and the standard Kicker 
Digital Audio sound system gives you access to 
news, games, and your tunes. 

If a luxurious, superiorly constructed, 
premium fishing platform that has an 
unparalleled rough water ride is what 
you desire, the Jaguar is the boat for 
you.

1.  Jaguar Front Deck
Widest deck in the BCB fleet. Adjustable trolling motor pedal tray. 

2. Dual Tier Jaguar Console
Fairing-style console with café windscreen. Smaller passenger console (opt) to maximize space.
3. Scissor Storage Solution
Twin scissor storage with additional box storage below.

4. Above/Below Starboard Passenger Rod Storage
Port-side walk ramp opens up to above/below passenger rod storage.

5. Dedicated Storage Compartments
Dual helmet, spare trolling motor, spare prop, and oil reservoir compartment built in.

6. Easy Rear Access
Removable rear lids with fold-flat hinges for easy access to the boat’s vitals.

Beam        94+”
Std. Boat Weight       2150 lbs
Fuel Capacity       53 Gal
Max HP Range       250-400

Length        21’5”
Min Storage Length       26’5”
w/Swing Away Tongue   23’9”
(Yamaha Outboards +4”)S

P
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Boat Driver: Darrell Newman
Boat Color: C0882
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Performance expectations of the Bass Cat “Family” are 
lofty and we have exceeded them with more than just 
a growl in the Puma FTD.

The Puma FTD features our Full Team Deck concept 
by incorporating a front deck that’s not too large of 
a deck to be a nimble platform, yet large enough for 
team anglers to work side-by-side. The layout provides 
storage in the front deck with seven (7) compartments, 
including a scabbard for your landing net. 

Like all BCB models, the Puma FTD is a working tool 

right down to the flip up mooring cleats for ease 
in docking.

Go experience the efficiency of a Puma FTD 
and understand the attention to detail others 
overlook. Every aspect of this model has a 
reason, no matter how simple. 

In the world of competitive angling, the 
simple things and attention to detail 
make the difference in winning.  

1.  Puma FTD Front Deck
Nimble, efficient, performance driven front deck design. 

2. Puma FTD Cockpit
Generous legroom, stylish dash, integrated tool holder. Cooler and daybox built into the deck step.

3. Front Deck Net Scabbard
Three (3) deck storage compartments. Integrated center box net storage.

4. Removable Rear Compartment Access
Fold-flat hinges that are also removable allow for easy access to the boat’s vitals.

5. Twin Large Rod Lockers

Rod storage for up to 8 foot rods both port and starboard in the front deck with easy access.

Beam        94”
Std. Boat Weight       1825 lbs
Fuel Capacity       52 Gal
Max HP Range       200-300

Length        20’4”
Min Storage Length       25’6”
w/Swing Away Tongue   23’
(Yamaha Outboards +4”)S

P
E

C
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Boat Driver: Zack Birge
Boat Color: V1420
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“- Britt Myers

2016 Winyah Bay 
ELITE SERIES CHAMPION

At my victory on Winyah Bay, I was 
traveling 110 miles each way to the Cooper 
River, a total of 880 miles over four days 
of competition, and the dependability 
of my Bass Cat allowed me to make that 
trip across those big open bays without 
a second thought. Running at sea level 
with the current I could get the boat over 
80 miles per hour and that allowed me to 
gain 40 minutes of fishing time as compared 
to many of my competitors. That’s critical 
when you only have 4 hours to fish. In 

fact, I was so much faster than the rest of 
them I could pass people, stop for fuel, and 
pass them again on the way to our final 
destination. In a tournament where every 
ounce was critical, the big livewells were 
also an important factor. We were running 
through saltwater, so once you pumped 
water in you had to plug them up to keep 
it from running out. I made the long run 
through big water. My fish were as strong 
and healthy when I weighed them in as they 
were when I’d caught them hours earlier. 

“
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Boat Driver: Robert Robbins
Boat Color: M2919
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1. Cougar FTD Console
New steering wheel for 2017. Single flush mount or dual unit mounting options. Roomy cockpit.

2. Passenger Rod Storage
Five (5) passenger rod rack with integrated cup holders, tie down strap, and reel cushions. 

3. Deck Storage and Day Box
Two (2) large deck storage compartments with an additional day box. Integrated center box net storage.

4. Additional Seat Pedestal Base
Ability to seat two anglers on the front deck of the Cougar FTD.

5. Secondary Cooler
Dual coolers built into the front/rear deck steps on the Cougar FTD.

The layout of the Cougar 
FTD is perfect for my 
style of fishing. As a 

shallow water angler from 
Oklahoma, the cougar FTD 
plays a very critical part of 

my fishing ability.

- Zack Birge
2016 FLW GRAND LAKE CHAMPION

“

The Cougar FTD (Full Team Deck) began a new era for 
Bass Cat in terms of efficiency and performance. It 

shares the refined and proven FTD hull with the 
Puma FTD.

The front deck has enough beam for the perfect 
platform to pitch or cast from without being 

too wide to work close to cover or docks. 
The center storage allows you to access 

your gear without moving your deck rods.

The console is clean and comes with 
either cafe or large windscreens. It 

accommodates 12 inch electronic units with additional 
mounting options that includes our new dual, side-by-
side mounting system.

With twin rear storages, sub-storage under the premium 
euro style bucket seats, and dual coolers, you’ll always 
have an organized boat with storage to spare. Every square 
inch of this boat was carefully planned to enhance your 
ability to compete under any conditions.

Our Cougar FTD has been a solid performer and will 
continue to make its mark as a tournament predator in 
2017 and beyond. 
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Beam        94”
Std. Boat Weight       1805 lbs
Fuel Capacity       52 Gal
Max HP Range       200-300

Length        20’4”
Min Storage Length       25’6”
w/Swing Away Tongue   23’
(Yamaha Outboards +4”)S

P
E
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Having spent almost half of my 
Elite Series career in an Eyra, I can 
say it is my favorite Bass Cat hull 

when it comes to performance, 
handling, ride, and deck layout. 

From winding bayous, to the Great 
Lakes, and everywhere in between, 

the Eyra has done everything I 
wanted it to do flawlessly.

- Kevin Short
Five-time Bassmaster Champion

“
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1. Performance Inspired Cockpit
Sits lower and tighter than the FTD line to maximize high speed safety and control.

2. Coffin Opening Center Deck Storage
Runs in-line with the outside rod boxes without interfering with rods stored on deck. Center net storage.

3. Triangle Livewells and Aft Storage
Triangle livewells are the massive replicas of the FTD line. 

4. Integrated Telescoping Boarding Ladder
Convenient stainless steel boarding ladder standard on all Premium models.

5. Adjustable Recessed Foot Pedal
Customize your foot pedal placement for optimal comfort.

Wow! This is all some say when they see the beauty in 
the lines of the Eyra. This model has earned awards 

with styling that is quite unconventional. An all 
new 20’2” hull was designed to allow the Eyra to 

perform well with powerplants ranging from 
200-300 ponies. 

The side cowl scoops for venting bring out 
a muscle car feel, while lines on the boat 

include inlaid fish on the outer deck 
panels. Coffin opening center doors 

run in line to the rod boxes. They 

have a notch chock for tackle boxes to stand on edge, 
separated by a net trough in the center compartment. 
The rear access features dual removable lids and a 
place for a tool box and oil tank.

The cockpit is tighter and lower to bring the driver down 
in the boat giving you a more secure feeling. The nimble 
hull is quick to impress, as it carves the turns with ease, 
and clicks by your friends on a brisk morning.

The Eyra is truly a work of art and fills a niche for those 
looking for a hull with no compromise.
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Beam        94”
Std. Boat Weight       1715 lbs
Fuel Capacity       52 Gal
Max HP Range       200-300

Length        20’2”
Min Storage Length       25’
w/Swing Away Tongue   22’5”
(Yamaha Outboards +4”)S

P
E
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S

Boat Driver: Bill Mayo
Boat Color: B1026
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The Caracal name is a throwback to the 17 foot hot rod 
version that dominated performance on the 1990’s Top 
100 Tour. The heritage of the name is what we preserve 
in this longer, wide bodied hull, drawing a new base to 
the Bass Cat name.

This floor plan has received accolades from its owners. 
Changes include the net scabbard in the port deck, the 
tool rail and ruler slot, tandem (2) aft storages, off-center 
rod storage, and even a rod locker for your partner. A day 
use box has been returned to the front like the early 1990’s 
Caracal II model. The rear deck has triangular wells, large 
starboard storage, and port power pole pump access. 

Cup holders for your favorite partner(s) have been placed 
throughout the boat.

New fuel configuration options were added to fit 
your range, layout, and performance needs. The 
optional dual rear 26 gal tanks open up seat 
and step storage along the bench.

This model is turning heads with its deeper 
hull and broad deck. Caracal, an iconic 
name for a new breed of Cat! 

1.  Front Deck Net / Tool / Ruler Holder
Integrated storage on deck for your net, tools, and ruler.

2. Dual Flush Mount Console
Ability to flush mount two (2) graphs, or utilize an MFD for gauge and engine functions.

3. Removable Rear Port Storage Bin
Rear storage bin lifts out for additional storage and access.

4. Above/Below Passenger Rod Storage
Huge dual rod boxes. Port side tackle shelf for baits tossed aside.

5. Front Day Box
Convenient day use box located on the front deck for quick, easy access.

6. Secondary Cooler
Second cooler built into the middle seat.

Beam        96”
Std. Boat Weight       1725 lbs
Fuel Capacity       43 Gal
Max HP Range       200-225

Length        19’8”
Min Storage Length       24’8”
w/Swing Away Tongue               21’10”
(Yamaha Outboards +4”)S

P
E

C
S

Boat Driver: Kota Kiriyama
Boat Color: X6638
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COUGAR ADVANTAGE
PANTERA II
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BASS CAT ADVANTAGE LINE



SABRE FTD

17

The Advantage line of boats by Bass Cat 
continues the tradition of quality first, while 
introducing affordability that continues to be a 
top choice of anglers everywhere.

“Advantage”, the very word speaks volumes. 
Whether the Cougar, Pantera II or the Sabre FTD, 
each Advantage model is designed and built to 
provide anglers with the performance, ride and 

tools they need for a success filled day on the 
water. While the Advantage model line goes 
big in performance and fishability, it boasts less 
frills that gives the advantage to your budget.

If your looking for a tournament able, top 
quality, high performing bass boat that won’t 
break the bank, the Advantage line was custom 
built with you in mind. 
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Boat Driver: Billy McCaghren
Boat Color: G9097
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1. New Advantage Dash For 2017
Redesigned, all fiberglass console and windscreen for the 2017 Cougar Advantage.

2. Dual Center Storage Compartments
Dual center storage lockers with an integrated day box inside the front compartment.

3. Triangle Livewells and Aft Storage
Triangle livewells are the massive replicas of the FTD line. The same aft storage also exists in the Cougar.

4. Removable Rear Compartment Access
Fold-flat hinges that are also removable allow for easy access to the boat’s vitals.

5. Recessed Pedal/Electronics Tray
Recessed trolling motor pedal tray conveniently located next to the electronics splashwell. 

Legendary Bass Cat performance, and a spacious 
fishing platform without all the frills. This best 

describes the 2017 Cougar Advantage model. It is 
easily the best buy of the 20 foot bass boats on 

the market today, and the 2017 “SP” (Special 
Package) offering only helps to solidify that 

statement.

The Cougar Advantage is designed and 
focused on those club level, family 

anglers who spend their weekends 
on the water, and are back at work 

on Monday. This model only comes as a packaged 
version with engines attached. Bass Cat strives to make 
every inch and appointment count to ensure you can 
put it in your garage at a price you can afford.

Premium built quality remains through and through. The 
renowned quality construction of Bass Cat’s vacuum 
molded, full-width transom, and all ‘glass, hand laid 
construction are standard on every Bass Cat model. 

If you’re stretching to find that big rig with a position all 
its own, you should consider the new Cougar Advantage.
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Beam        94”
Std. Boat Weight       1835 lbs
Fuel Capacity       36 Gal
Max HP Range       200-300

Length        20’4”
Min Storage Length       25’6”
w/Swing Away Tongue   23’
(Yamaha Outboards +4”)S

P
E

C
S
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Boat Driver: Cole Mayo
Boat Color: S1023
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1. Two-Tier Port Rod Locker
Nine (9) rod tubes with a secondary rod shelf below to store your arsenal. 

2. Twin Center Storage Compartments
Keep your gear handy and organized with the dual center storage boxes.

3. Pantera II Console
Room to flush mount graphs up to 9” with lots of legroom for tall anglers.

4. Rear Deck Storage
Twin rear storage with plenty of room for 3700 style boxes flank the divided BCB livewell.

5.  Recessed Foot Pedal
Recessed foot pedal placement for optimal performance and comfort.

The Pantera just might be one of the most easily 
recognized models in bass boats. Introduced in 

1988, they were literally scooped up as they were 
unloaded from the trucks with a waiting list not 

rivaled today.

At 19’1” in length, little has changed in the 
frame and for good reason. This is one of 

the most efficient and quickest boats 
on the market in any classification. 

Updates and refinements have 
been made since its introduction, 

but the Pantera II still shines as a true gem in its class.

Dual rod lockers sit outwards of two storages. A 
convenient sandwich tray is incorporated inside the 
fully insulated cooler. The tournament ready deck and 
the performance of the Pantera II sets the tone on most 
any water out there.

This is a rig that serious competitors use to cast for cash 
all around the world. With the optional 43 gallons of 
fuel, and a 200 horse engine, the Pantera II sets the pace 
with other brands running larger engines. 
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Beam        93”
Std. Boat Weight       1425 lbs
Fuel Capacity       33 Gal
Max HP Range       135-200

Length        19’1”
Min Storage Length       24’3”
w/Swing Away Tongue   21’7”
(Yamaha Outboards +4”)S

P
E

C
S



Boat Driver: Chris Berry
Boat Color: T9928
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The Sabre FTD is a perfect example of good things 
coming in small packages. This model has everything 
to satisfy even seasoned anglers. Available with up to 
175H.P. in an engine brand of your choice, the Sabre 
FTD provides performance that fits any budget.

This is the model of choice for the angler seeking a 
lighter, more maneuverable, tournament ready rig. 
Thanks to an extremely efficient hull design, the Sabre 
FTD excels at getting the most out of any outboard in 
terms of fuel economy and performance. It’s ability to 
draft skinny water makes this 18’6” model the perfect 

fishing platfrom for the versatile angler.

The Sabre FTD is not an inexpensive starter. This is 
a boat with the same construction techniques of 
the Jaguar. The floor plan helps to maximize 
the angler’s performance and efficiency 
through an expansive casting deck and 
abundant storages.

The Sabre FTD is a sleeper in the BCB 
line and hard to find as a used model 
on the street for good reason. 

1.  Padded Passenger Rod Rack
Five (5) rod padded storage with side strap to keep additional rods secure.

2. Recessed Front Deck Reel Pocket
Molded pocket to keep your reels safe from the trolling motor. Secure rough water storage.

3. Premium Custom Bucket Seats
You will find the same plush euro style seating as our Premium models aboard the Sabre FTD.

4. Large Rectangular Divided Livewell
Plenty of room for the largest bag of bass. Built in BCB aeration system. Livewell divider included. 

5. Cooler Deck Step
Convenient cooler in the deck step with a divided sandwich tray.

Beam        93”
Std. Boat Weight       1215 lbs
Fuel Capacity       33 Gal
Max HP Range       115-175

Length        18’1”
Min Storage Length       22’2”
w/Swing Away Tongue   19’8”
(Yamaha Outboards +4”)S

P
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Bass Cat understands the broad spectrum of angler 
demands. That’s why we offer the Vision lineup of boats. 
These models are assembled with the same construction 
techniques of the Premium and Advantage boats. They’ve 
also been engineered to exceed performance expectations 
when paired with smaller, more economical powerplants.

The Margay and Sabre offer nimble, stable fishing platforms. 
Storage solutions are designed with efficient anglers in mind.

The smaller footprints allow for easy storage regardless of 
garage space. Their maneuverability on the water lets you 
get into tight spots that others can’t reach.

If this is your first bass boat, or you’re in the market for 
a casual package with Bass Cat proven performance, our 
Vision models may be just what you’re looking for!

24          

BASS CAT VISION LINE
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VALUE
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Boat Driver: Flannagan Fife
Boat Color: D0931
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1. Large Margay Cockpit
Legroom to spare. All fiberglass dash, capable of flush mounting 9” graphs. 

2. Wide Front Deck Workspace
Plenty of width to work, with a recessed pedal & electronics tray.

3. Center Rod Storage
Extra large center storage compartment with 8’ rod capacity. Recessed tackle storage underneath.

4. Removable Rear Compartment Access
Fold-flat hinges that are also removable allow for easy access to the boat’s vitals.

5. Rear Starboard Storage Compartment
Extra large rear storage. More than enough below deck storage on this 17’7” platform.

We built the Margay with a price tag and construction 
technique no other competitor can touch. The 

innovative front deck design features a huge center 
rod locker. Ten rods can rest above a tackle storage 

area. Outside of that are two smaller storages for 
other items.

The rear deck is large. It offers a storage 
for your partner, as well as a tool tray 

for you to stow gear. Couple this with 
the large under-seat storages (2), and 

you will not be short for space. 
The all-fiberglass hull with new 

construction techniques are used to minimize shock in 
rough water. The Margay has a soft ride in a big bodied 
17’7” boat.

The hull has some neat tweaks to allow engines from 
70 hp to the top end 150 four strokes. Just take your pick 
of power and price them accordingly to fit your budget.

The Margay VT comes standard with hydraulic steering. It 
also comes with a 3” frame and pivot tongue trailer with 
the option of a 4” tandem if you prefer. The Margay will 
handle any task with ease. It offers the safety, ride, and 
function at a price others work hard to beat.
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Beam        90”
Std. Boat Weight       1250 lbs
Fuel Capacity       26 Gal
Max HP Range       70-150

Length        17’7”
Min Storage Length       23’0”
w/Swing Away Tongue   19’11”
(Yamaha Outboards +4”)S
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Boat Driver: Bill Mayo
Boat Color: T99161
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1. Dual Front Deck Storage
Simple, spacious, dual front deck storage layout aboard the Sabre FTD.

2. Spacious Sabre Cockpit
Room for long legs to stretch out. Simple, stylish dash configuration.

3. Divided BCB Livewell
Large capacity livewells, divided for easy fish maintenance.

4. Two-Tier Rod Storage Box
Tubed rod locker with rod shelf below for additional storage.

5. Passenger Rod Storage
Padded passenger rod rack with rod butt tubes and additional strap.

What started as a tournament platform in the late 
1980’s soon developed into a price efficient 18’ rig. 

The change in tournament rules, from 150 to 
250 horsepower, gave room for this model to 

open doors to garages that previously were 
reserved for aluminum rigs and used boats.

The fishing platform hosts plenty 
of front and rear deck space with 

dual rod lockers, and dual tackle 
storage on the front deck. A 

recessed trolling motor basin 

also accommodates small to mid-sized graphs. BCB 
performance is felt in the hole shot and handling 
characteristics while on plane, as the Sabre is nimble 
with a 150HP engine.

If you’re considering a rig for casual fishing, limited 
garage space, or even tournament competition 
without breaking the bank, you should consider a 
Sabre. They meet the needs of most any fishing trip, 
with a ride and performance better than others in 
this category.

1
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Beam        93”
Std. Boat Weight       1215 lbs
Fuel Capacity       33 Gal
Max HP Range       115-150

Length        18’1”
Min Storage Length       22’2”
w/Swing Away Tongue   19’8”
(Yamaha Outboards +4”)S
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CONSTRUCTION
COMPONENTS

 BOW
 STEP W

HEELS

1.  Double Wall Laser Cut Swing Tongue
Absolutely, the strongest swing tongue made. Secured by a twin pin design for 
maximum safety and long term durability.

2. Torqueflex Torsion Suspension
Unique Torqueflex suspension to create a true “Soft Ride Feel”. 5 year, maintenance 
free Vault Hub system.

3. HD Canted Winch Post - PPG Clear Coat
Rock solid, canted winch post design. Extra thick roller frames for years of trouble 
free loading/unloading. Premium paint and pin stripes with a thick PPG clear coat.

4. Custom Color Coordinated Fiberglass Fenders
Each trailer comes with color coordinated fenders, custom fit for each particular hull 
design. High intensity LED clearance lights throughout.

BASS CAT CUSTOM TRAILERS

Innovative step system with a newly designed 
S-Bend grab post and custom offset tongue step. 
We keep you  efficient and safe at the boat ramp!1

3

2 4

We take our trailers very seriously. Unlike many 
manufacturers, Bass Cat builds Bass Cat Trailers, one 
at a time. Custom fit to the specific hull design of each 
model boat. Every member and cross support is jigged, fitted, 
and welded in U.S. Steel to exact tolerances.

There is zero adjustment on a Bass Cat Trailer. Axles are jigged and 
welded in a pattern weld to assure minimal tire wear from caster to 
camber. Our Torqueflex torsion axles torsion provides a true “Soft 
Ride Suspension”. Each trailer is painted and carpeted to perfectly 
coordinate with the boat.

All trailers receive a PPG urethane clear coat. This provides a heavy 
rubberized, protective clear coating which helps repel harmful impacts 
from rocks and other road debris.

At Bass Cat, your safety and the investment you have made in your boat 
are not taken for granted. We demand the highest quality materials 
and hand craftsmanship for safety and security on the road...It’s a Bass 
Cat tradition. 



1.  Backup LED Light Kit (Dual Available)

2. Custom Spare Tire Cover

3. Embossed LED Clearance Logo

1. 18” BasSport

2. 15” Prowler

3. 15” Stalker

4. 15” Shooter

5. 15” Rouge

4. Halo LED Light System

5. Boat Buckle Transom Straps

6. Custom BCB Strapless Travel Covers

*Limited quantities of 15” 
Shooter wheels available. 

Please see dealer for latest 
wheel option offerings.
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 STEP W

HEELS

ACCESSORIE
S

OPTIO
NS

4” C - Channel Frame - US Steel u u u u

3” C - Channel Frame - US Steel u

Tandem Axle (Sabre FTD & Pantera II on Single Axle) u u u u

Single Axle NA NA u u

Fiberglass Fenders u u u u

PPG Urethane Clear Coat (1) u u u u

Additional PPG Urethane Clear Coat u u u u

IMCO Ratchet Tie Downs u u u u

TorqueFlex Axle System - Torsion u u u u

Spring Axle System NA NA NA u

Welded To Fit Construction u u u u

Fulton XLT Pivot Jack u u u u

Disc Brakes - One Axle u u u u

Disc Brakes - Both Axles u u u u

LED Light u u u u

Back-Up Light (Standard on Jaguar) u u u u

Additional Back-Up Light u u u u

Aluminum Frame Exchange u u u u

Pillow Block Bunk System u u u u

Double Wall - Laser Cut Pivot Tongue u u u NA
Fulton Molded Pivot Tongue NA NA NA u

VAULT Hub System u u u u

Fiberglass Trailer Step u u u u

BCB S-Bend Grab Post and Step System u u u u

BCB WHEELS
18” BCB BasSport Wheel & Zeon RS3 Tires u u u u

18” BCB Custom Sport Wheel Spare NA NA NA NA
15” Mongoose Wheels & RWL Radials u u u u

15” Shooter Wheels & RWL Radials u u u u

15” Rogue Wheels with RWL Walls u u u u

15” Rogue Wheels with Blk Walls u u u u

14” Aluminum Wheels with Blk Walls NA NA NA u

Galvanized Steel Spare Tire NA NA NA u

Spare Tire Cover u u u u

Spare Hub - Non Brake Hub u u u u

BCB BOAT COVERS
Sunbrella Supreme Cover - Strapless u u NA NA
BCB Tuff Skinz Engine Cover u u NA NA
Sunbrella Power Pole Sleeve u u u u

Aqualon Cover - Strapless u u u u

Odyssey III Cover u u u u
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Yu = Optional    u = Standard  

NA = Not Available

BUILT FOR THE MILES AHEAD
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OPTIONS AND ACCESSORIES
OPTIONS

CUSTOMIZE

NEW FOR 2017

Hamby keel guard option.

Lighted handrail (standard on Premium 
and some Advantage models).

Padded front deck option.

Removable passenger console.
(Available on most models)

1.

2.   

3.

4. 

Color coordinate your seats to match 
your boat perfectly. CoolTouch™ vinyl 
used to deflect radiant heat.

Headrest speakers available as part of 
our Premium sound packages.

Power-matched gauge packages for all 
engine manufacturers.

Dual BalZout graph setup available.

1. 

2.

3.

4.

Tiger Tank - Pure O2 Livewell Support.

Kicker sound system available. Premium 
sound  comes with RAM X-Mount device 
holder and USB acc port.

Front compartment ventilation system 
available on Premium models.

New hassle-free trolling motor plug 
from Battery Tender on Premium boats.

Real-time voltage indicator to manage 
power and troubleshoot the trolling 
motor power supply.

In-line Pumpgaurd livewell filter to keep 
your pumps running clean.

1. 

2.

3.

4. 

5. 

6. 

1

1
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OPTIONS AND ACCESSORIES

PREMIUM
BCB Dual Console - Premium u u u u u

Reverse Fender or Console Color (1) u u u u u

Added Stripe ~ 12 or hull Si2 (mini) NA u u u u

Removable Console Receivers NA u u u u

Colored Nose Cap NA u u u u

Radiance Package - Fluorescent NC u u u u

*Humminbird Helix 5 - 2 STD on Engine Packages u u u u u

Motor Guide X-5-80FW 45” NA u u u u

Motor Guide X-5-105FW 45” u u u u u

Lighted Livewells u u u u u

Night Stalker Package u u u u u

Additional Night Stalker Lights u u u u u

Retractable Rod Buckle IMCO u u u u u

Rod Organizer - Starboard u u u NA u

Kicker Audio System with Seat Speakers u u u u u

Kicker 6” Speakers & 2” Kicker Tweeters u u u u u

Head Rest Speakers - Marine Audio NA u u u u

USB Ipod Connector u u u u u

Minn Kota - 4 Bank Battery Charger u u u u u

Minn Kota - 3 Bank Battery Charger u u u u u

Lighted Hand Rails u u u u u

Security System with Lighted Interior Boxes u u u u u

Dual (*2) 1000 GPH Bilge Pumps with Automatic u u u u u

Slidemaster Jackplate (3” on Verado or G2) u u u u u

6 Bolt 8” Atlas Jackplate w/ Gauge (4” on Verado or G2) u u u u u

6 Bolt 8” Detwiler Jackplate w/ Gauge (4” on Verado or G2) u u u u u

Vinyl Ester Resin - Outer Laminate Premium Packages u u u u u

Butt Seat with Pro Pole u u u u u

Marine Town SS Compression Latches u u u u u

Plano Tackle Trays ABS u u u u u

Dip Net Scabbard u u u u u

Three (3) Rod Boxes - One Organizer u NA NA 2 NA
Two (2) Rod Boxes - One Organizer NA u u NA u

Rear View Convex Mirrors - Two (2) u NA NA NA NA
24 oz Carpet u u u u u

R & R Custom Aluminum Battery Trays (4 Batt) u u u u u

R & R Custom Aluminum Battery Trays (3 Batt) u u u u u

Integrated Stainless Steel Boarding Ladder u u u u u

Dual Rod Straps - Bass Cat u u u u u

Passenger Rod Strap u u u u u

Master Power (2) - Dash and Crank Battery Breaker u u u u u

Mooring Flip Cleats (2) - Plus Docking Cleats u u u u u

Pump In / Pump Out Livewell u u u u u

Tinned Wire - 6 Gauge Trolling u u u u u

Engine Matched Propeller u u u u u

Pliers Holder u u u u u

Ice Chest u 2 2 1/2 2
Removable Rear Deck Lids u u u u u

Stainless Steel Cup Holders u u u u u

Hamby Bow Protector u u u u u
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u = Optional    u = Standard   NA = Not Available

ADVANTAGE
MotorGuide X5-70FW 45” u u u

Humminbird Helix 5 Sonar - 2 STD u u u

Trim Gauge u u u

Teleflex Tilt Helm u u u

Pump In / Pump Out Livewell u u u

Lighted BCB Handrails u NA NA
BCB Dual Console u u u

Silhouette Color Options u u u

Alternate Fender & Console Color (1) u u u

Removable Console Receivers u NA NA
Lighted Livewells u u u

Night Stalker Black Light Package u u u

Perko Lockable Latches u u u

12v Outlet in Dash u u u

Carpeted Front Storage u u u

Kicker Audio System with Seat Speakers u u u

Kicker 6” Speakers & 2” Kicker Tweeters u u u

Head Rest Speakers - Marine Audio u u u

18” Golden Rule w/Holder u u u

Minn Kota - 4 Bank Battery Charger u u u

Minn Kota - 3 Bank Battery Charger u u u

ProMariner ProSport 20 3-Bank Charger u u u

Security System with Lighted Interior Boxes u u u

750 GPH Bilge Pump with Auto u u u

R&R Jackplate - SS Top Mounted Ladder u u u

6 Bolt 8” Atlas Jackplate w/ Gauge (4” on Verado or G2) u u u

6 Bolt 8” Detwiler Jackplate w/ Gauge (4” on Verado or G2) u u u

2016 Vinyl Ester Resin - *Option in outer laminate only u u u

Butt Seat with Pro Pole u u u

Marine Town Latches u u u

Aeration & Recirculation u u u

One (1) Rod Organizer u u u

24 oz Carpet u u u

Aluminum Battery Trays with Strap u u u

R & R Custom Aluminum Battery Trays u u u

Top Mounted Stainless Steel Boarding Ladder u u u

Dual Rod Straps - Bass Cat u u u

Passenger Rod Strap u u u

Master Power (1) - Dash u u u

Docking Cleats u u u

Mooring Flip-Up Cleats (2) u u u

Tinned Wire - 6 Gauge Trolling u u u

6x BCB Steering Wheel u u u

Pump In / Pump Out Livewell u u u

Carpeted BCB Vinyl Logo u u u

Ice Chest 2 1 1
Removable Rear Deck Lids u NA NA
A Ten Touch Pad u u u

Hamby Bow Protector u u u
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u = Optional    u = Standard    NA = Not Available  

VISION TOUR
BCB Dual Console u u

Alternate Fender & Console Color u u

MotorGuide X5-70FW 45 u u

Humminbird Helix 5 Sonar - 2 STD  u u

Lighted Livewells u u

Night Stalker Black Light Package u u

Perko Lockable Latches u u

Windscreen u u

Clarion Audio System u u

Kicker 6” Speakers & 2” Kicker Tweeters u u

Hydraulic Steering (No Tilt) u u

Minn Kota - 3 Bank Battery Charger u u

ProMariner ProSport Charger (3 Bank) u u

750 GPH Bilge Pump u u

R&R Jackplate - SS Top Mounted Ladder u u

6 Bolt Atlas Jackplate with Gauge 4” or 8” u u

6 Bolt Detwiler Jackplate w/Gauge u u

2016 Vinyl Ester Resin u u

Butt Seat with Pro Pole (Optional on Margay) u u

Marine Town SS Compression Latches u u

Aeration & Recirculation (Recirculation optional on Margay) u u

Trim Gauge u u

Teleflex Tilt Helm u u

One (1) Rod Organizer u u

Aluminum Battery Trays with Strap u u

R & R Custom Aluminum Battery Trays u u

Integrated Stainless Steel Boarding Ladder NA u

Dual Rod Straps - Bass Cat u u

Passenger Rod Strap u u

Master Power (1) - Dash u u

Docking Cleats u u

Pump In / Pump Out Livewell u u

Plastic Battery Tray w/ Strap (3) u u

Tinned Wire - 6 Gauge Trolling u u

6x BCB Steering Wheel u u

Ice Chest 1 1
Removable Rear Deck Lids u u

Pro Touch Pad w/ Security System u u

Hamby Bow Protector u u
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u = Optional    u = Standard  VT = Vision Tour Package Group

Bass Cat makes every effort to ensure accuracy in the options and 
accessories of these models. We reserve the right to alter options 
and features based on vendor changes and model evolutions 
throughout the model year. 



INCENTIVES & COMMUNITY
QUEST

OWNERS BOARD

MILITARY ALLOWANCE

PARTS & CLOTHING

Tournament Incentive Program

BassCat.com

In appreciation for our customers who’ve served, or currently serve, we would like to extend 
up to a $2000 *Military Allowance towards the purchase of your new Bass Cat. 

*See dealer for details

QUEST is the most robust tournament rewards 
program in the industry. The true way to show  
appreciation for your loyalty is to extend QUEST 
at no charge to all new Bass Cat owners. Bass 
Cat also built in a rewards program for our 

young anglers in both youth and college 
categories. All used Bass Cat owners can sign up 
today. Visit BassCat.com for full details and take 
advantage of the QUEST tournament incentive 
program! 

Display your passion! Our clothing store has the gear you 
need to match your prized possession. Visit our online store 
24/7 for full access to our clothing, gifts, and accessories.

Our parts store is here to serve you regardless of your boat’s 
age. Bass Cat prides itself on  maintaining a broad selection 
of parts for your brand new ride, or 30 year old restoration 
project. Give us a call and let us help you!

870.481.5135 or BassCat.comWelcome to one of the largest online boating communities 
in the world! The BCB Owners Board is the place to be for 
bass boat questions and conversations. Communicate with 
the thousands of loyal members, factory personnel, and 
even the President of Bass Cat Boats himself!

TM

870.481.5135 Mon-Fri 8-4:30 CST
BassCat.com

• Bass Cat FAQ Headquarters!

• Honest community input

• Buy, sell, trade, and compare

• Interact with factory personnel

• Performance tips, tricks, and knowhow

• Industry updates and overviews
34          



BASS CAT TOURNAMENTS
NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP OWNERS INVITATIONAL

In an effort to unite Bass Cat owners 
nationwide, we have launched a series of 
regional events that stretch from coast 
to coast.  The winning team from each 
tournament receives a special invitation 
to compete in our annual National Team 

Championship, presented by Mercury Marine. 
We encourage all owners to locate your local 
qualifying events, and earn your seat at the 
Championship next year! More information 
can be found on BassCat.com, as well as our 
Owner’s Board.

The team has earned an all expenses 
paid vacation to Lake Picachos, Mexico 
with Ronspeed Jr.’s Adventures in 2017!

TOC - Arkansas
TXBCOE - Texas
FBCOE - Florida
GAF - Louisiana

SEBCOG - Alabama
LOZBCOT - Missouri
KABCOT - Kentucky

WCBCOE - California
OZARKS BCOE - Arkansas
NORTH STAR - Minnesota

MID ATLANTIC - Virginia

2017 REGIONAL EVENT LOCATIONS

2017 INVITATIONAL - LAKE GUNTERSVILLE, AL

April 21st-22nd - Visit BassCat.com For Details!

2016 NATIONAL CHAMPIONS
Ty Bowman & Pete Dubois

We call this the family reunion! Our 2017 
Invitational is set for Guntersville! Set your 
calendars for April 21-22.  Our only goal is to show 
our appreciation to Bass Cat owners.

First morning is truly a sight to behold, as the 
sun peeks over the mountains, your heart starts 
pounding a little faster as daylight reveals a bay 
with lights dancing on the water. It’s not often 
that you see a spectacle of between 400 to 
800 Bass Cat Boats staged for an early morning 
tournament takeoff. 

The rumble is heard miles away by those drinking 
morning coffee on their decks.

That rumble is felt in the hearts of the competitors 
as they compete in one of the largest complete 
bass events ever.

The Bass Cat Owner’s Invitational is a true family 
affair. We provide an atmosphere for family 
participation. Last morning brings the final 
day of competition and some serious thinking, 
wondering if any of those fish stories the night 
before had any truth to them. The afternoon’s 
weigh in provides a final experience that makes 
folks appreciate “The Reunion”. 

On the way home we want you to be looking 
ahead to the next Bass Cat Owner’s Invitational!
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36          Total Commitment. No Compromise.

Bass Cat Boats warrants each new fiberglass boat to its original noncommercial purchaser for a two-year 
period. Warranted to be free from defects in the workmanship and materials, under normal use and 
conditions. Certain items are under coverage by the manufacturer(s), separate of Bass Cat manufactured 
goods. Bass Cat makes no claim to represent, circumvent or exercise the independent manufacturer(s) 
warranties.

This warranty does not apply to (1) Any boat which shall have been repaired or altered in any way so as 
to affect its use and operation; (2) gelcoat cracking, crazing, blistering, fading, discoloring or any similar 
situation; (3) windshield breakage; (4) any boat which has been subject to misuse, alteration, neglect, 
accident, used for racing purposes or operated in a negligent manner at the opinion of Bass Cat boats; (5) 
upholstery damage; (6) any boat utilizing over an 8” jackplate (2009) or altering of standard equipment 
offered specifically by Bass Cat; (7) any boat which is been overpowered, according to the maximum 
recommended engine horsepower specified for that particular model, on the capacity plate. (8) any part 
or component expired within a reasonable time of its expected operational period.

To validate the warranty, the boat registration card must be returned to Bass Cat Boats within fifteen 
(15) days of the original purchase. Under Federal law all boat manufacturers are required to notify first 
purchasers, in the event that any defect is discovered “which creates a substantial risk of personal 
injury to the public,” or any noncompliance with Federal regulations by the manufacturer. Failure by 
any first purchaser to fill out and return the warranty registration card, or complete transfer, may make 
it impossible for Bass Cat Boats to give direct notice to such purchaser and does not execute warranty.

This warranty is expressly in lieu of all other warranties, express or implied, including any implied warranty 
of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose, and in lieu of all other obligations or liabilities on 
the part of Bass Cat Boats. Bass Cat Boats expressly denies, on the part of any person to incur or assume 
for it, any other liability in connection with the sale or use of its boats and trailers. Implied warranties, 
if any, given by valid law, shall be limited to the duration of this written warranty.

The obligation of Bass Cat Boats, under this warranty, shall be limited to the repair or replacement of 
any part which is judged defective by Bass Cat. During the term of this warranty repairs will be made 
free of charge, at any authorize Bass Cat service center under guidelines excepted by Bass Cat, or by 
Bass Cat itself at its discretion and approval. Transportation costs to the factory are the responsibility of 
the purchaser. All warranty repairs must be approved by Bass Cat personnel, whose decisions are final. 
Removal of components which are termed rigging parts will not be the responsibility of Bass Cat Boats. 
Bass Cat Boats Will not be liable for haul-out, launching, towing or storage charges, inconvenience or 
loss of time or income, or any other special or consequential damages of any kind or nature.

Bass Cat Boats accepts no liability for those components which are or may be marketed to the retail 
consumer and selected as standard or optional equipment on a Bass Cat Boat. Examples of those 
components may be and are not limited to, outboard engines, propellers, fish finding equipment, 
instruments, trolling motors, battery chargers, engine controls and ignition switches, batteries, radio/
stereos, bow guards, and covers.

An extended Lifetime Warranty also applies. These are transferable warranties through an authorized 
Bass Cat dealer or through Bass Cat Boats. There is a charge for transferring the warranty and it may be 

transferred only under the guidelines issued at that time period. Transfer is only complete upon receipt 
by Bass Cat, qualification, fees and transfer.

Extended lifetime warranty to the original consumer is transferable on used boats which are sold through 
an authorized Bass Cat dealership and/or pass an applicable qualifications check list for that particular 
model. There is a charge for verification and transfer. Lifetime warranty covers manufacturers defects in 
the structure in its original state. Any modifications, additions or changes to the boat from its original 
manufactured condition maybe judged invalid for transfer. Under those conditions only the fees for 
transfer will be redeemed. Qualification fees will be deemed as a service performed.

Assessments of the Lifetime Warranty will be executed base prorating dependent on the age and 
condition of the boat, using NADA, ABOS, or similar accepted value booklets available at that time.

Bass Cat warrants all Bass Cat trailers for a period of two (2) years, for noncommercial use under guidelines 
stated in this limited warranty. No exceptions or other offers apply. Tires and certain other items may 
be subject to their own independent warranty restrictions and available only through those company(s) 
dealers, agents or representatives. Transfer is applicable under transfer guidelines in this written warranty.

The information in this literature is based upon the latest product information available at the time of 
publication approval. Bass Cat Boats reserves the right to make changes anytime, without notice, in 
colors, equipment, specifications, materials, hulls, prices, and discontinuation of models. When changes 
are made, we reserve the right to do so without incurring the obligations to equip, or modify, existing 
models built prior to the date of such changes.

Bass Cat Boats makes every effort to ensure that the brochure information herein is correct and accurate at the time of 
production. Continual product refinement and design changes may result in revisions to current products that may not 
be shown in this brochure. We reserve the right to make changes in models, specifications, colors, and features at any 
time. Please see your authorized Bass Cat dealer for additional information, options and specific warranty information.

BASS CAT TRANSFERABLE LIFETIME WARRANTY

TM

Find Us On...

Bass Cat Boats
PO Drawer 1688

Mountain Home AR 72654

870-481-5135
8:00am-4:30pm CST

brochures@basscat.com

Proud Sponsor Of:


